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Periodically-poled ferroelectric crystals show unprecedented efficiency and properties otherwise

impossible to obtain. Unfortunately, the sample thickness obtainable today limits their use to low

and moderate power application. With the aim of increasing the size of periodically domain-structured

crystals with a controlled and regular grating period, we proposed an epitaxial growth process using

seeds made of thin plates domain engineered by electric field poling. We demonstrated this process

with the ferroelectric crystal KTiOPO4 (KTP) which is one of the most promising candidate materials for

that purpose. The poling step requires a sample exhibiting (001) and (001̄) faces, so that the growth

step has to be performed onto these faces. This constraint is a difficulty to circumvent as these faces are

not present in the standard equilibrium morphology. It is then necessary to find the growth conditions

enabling to work below the roughening temperature of these faces. By using a high temperature

solution method, the so-called ‘‘flux method’’, and by choosing an appropriate chemical composition

of the flux solution, we obtained periodically domain-structured KTP layers with thicknesses up to

800 mm and regular periodicity onto (001) and (001̄) faces of the initial PPKTP seeds.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Periodic inversion of ferroelectric domains in the nonlinear crystal
KTiOPO4 (KTP) [1–4] has been extensively used in order to achieve
frequency conversion by Quasi-Phase-Matching (QPM) [5], which is
more efficient than by performing Birefringence-Phase-Matching
(BPM) in a single domain KTP crystal. Until now, commercially
Periodically Poled KTP (PPKTP) crystals were fabricated by the electric
field poling technique, based on the inversion of the spontaneous
polarization Ps by applying a high electric field to a single domain
crystal [6]. Such samples are used in low energy devices [7,8] because
of their small thickness along Ps direction.

In situ growth techniques had been then proposed in order to
obtain larger size PPKTP samples from single domain KTP crys-
tals [9]. But unfortunately the regularity of the obtained grating
period was not sufficient for a use in practical Second Harmonic
Generators (SHG) or Optical Parametric Oscillators (OPO). The same
limitation had occurred when trying in situ growth of periodically-
poled LiNbO3 (PPLN) crystal, another ferroelectric medium widely
used for QPM [10]. In situ growth techniques had also been used in
patterned nonlinear crystals in order to achieve frequency conver-
sion by QPM: 1-mm-thick Orientation-Patterned GaAs (OP-GaAs)
ll rights reserved.
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have been recently obtained by Low-pressure hydride vapor phase
epitaxy (HVPE) [11] enabling the generation of a mid-IR continuum
by optical parametric generation (OPG) [12].

Here we propose a crystal growth process starting from a thin
seed of PPKTP obtained in a previous step from electric field
poling, with the objective to obtain thicker size samples. We
consider a high temperature solution growth method enabling to
perform the crystal growth below the Curie temperature of the
crystal and below the roughening temperature of the relevant
crystallographic faces, i.e. the two faces (001) and (001̄) that are
perpendicular to Ps, so that a thick PPKTP crystal with the same
grating periodicity than the one of the seed can be obtained.
2. Definition of the growth conditions

The growth process should be done in the temperature range of
the ferroelectric phase of KTP, i.e. below its Curie temperature [13],
and also below the roughening temperature of (001) and (001̄) faces
[14]. The first condition is necessary to maintain the periodic
domain structure of the initial seed during the growth process.
The second condition, which is imposed by the geometry of the thin
PPKTP seeds that exhibit large artificial (001) and (001̄) faces, allows
us to suppress undesirable capping process that would lead to a
reconstruction of the crystal with a pyramidal domain shape formed
by {201} and {011} faces [15].
2011), doi:10.1016/j.jcrysgro.2011.11.081
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As shown in Fig. 1, the standard flux used to grow KTP, i.e.
K6P4O13, is not suitable for that purpose because its lower growth
limit is 1098 K [16,17], which is over the roughening temperature of
(001) and (001̄) faces. Below this temperature, the crystals that are
obtained belong to a polyphosphate complex phase [18]. Here we
propose to use a flux containing a mixture of KPO3 and KF from
which KTP can be obtained at temperatures as low as 873 K,
corresponding to the eutectic point of the system [19]. This eutectic
point has been confirmed by determining the eutectic temperature
Fig. 1. Schematic thermal range of KTiOPO4 (KTP) ferroelectric and paraelectric

phases and possible equilibrium morphologies in the ferroelectric phase using two

different fluxes.

Fig. 2. KTiOPO4 (KTP) pseudo binary phase diagram using K6P4O13 and 4KPO3-2KF

flux. Parameter X is the molar fraction, i.e. ½K6P4O13 �=½KTP�þ½K6P4O13� or

½4KPO3 :2KF�=½KTP�þ½4KPO3 :2KF�. Tsat is the saturation temperature of KTP.

Fig. 3. a) SEM image of a single KTP crystal grown by spontaneous nucleation in a 0

crystal obtained with SHAPE program.
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of two different molar compositions, 0.082KTP–0.612KPO3–0.306KF
(887715 K) and 0.052KTP–0.632 KPO3–0.316KF(863715 K), using
Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA). These compositions correspond
to a molar fraction X¼0.65 and X¼0.75 of the pseudo binary phase
diagram shown in Fig. 2. The increasing of the temperature range
compared with that of the standard flux K6P4O13 is due to a higher
ionic character of the flux, thanks to the presence of KF preventing
undesired polyphosphate complex phases.
3. Crystal growth results

The growth experiments were performed in 4KPO3-2KF flux,
which allowed us to keep the same molar ratio as in the case of
K6P4O13, i.e. K/P¼1.5, so that it was possible to use experimental
data previously published in the case of K6P4O13 [20]. The
corresponding reaction constant (k) as a function of temperature
was deduced by using an ionic solubility model [21,22], which led
to the determination of the molar enthalpy of crystallization, i.e.
DH¼6001.5 cal/mol, and then to the calculation of the equili-
brium curve of Fig. 2. We validated these calculations by the
thermo-gravimetric measurement of the saturation temperature
corresponding to the molar composition 0.103KTP–0.598KPO3

–0.299KF: we found 1005.570.1 K, which is very close to the
theoretical value, i.e. 1003 K.

Preliminary growth experiments were realized in order to check
whether c and c faces appear close to the calculated roughening
temperature value, TR¼1053 K, predicted by Bennema [14] from the
Rijpkema model [23]. The external morphology of small crystals
grown by spontaneous nucleation in 4KPO3-2KF flux with different
initial molar composition was visualized by an optical microscopy
and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The saturation tempera-
tures were predicted using the equilibrium curve shown in Fig. 2.
The crystals exhibited (001) and (001̄) faces below 1048 K as shown
in Fig 3. So this temperature is close to the calculated one, i.e. 1053 K
[14]. Note that these two faces can also be stabilized over their
roughening temperature by using a K6P4O13-PbO flux [24].

The best growth conditions to obtain good quality PPKTP
layers grown onto (001) faces were determined by preliminary
experiments using single domain KTP seeds. The epitaxial growth
experiments were done in a solution with the same molar
composition than the one used to validate the calculations
done to obtain the equilibrium curve of Fig. 2, i.e.: 0.103KTP–
0.598KPO3–0.299KF. The saturation temperature of this solution
is under the roughening temperature of (001) and (001̄), so that
no capping process will be expected [15]. Good quality KTP layers
of few hundred mm thickness were obtained by applying an over-
saturation of around 2% and by alternating rotation the initial
seed with an angular speed of around 30 rpm.

These growth conditions were then used to grow thick PPKTP
layers onto 900 mm thick PPKTP seeds previously obtained by
electric field poling, with a periodicity L¼38.86 mm. The results
were very satisfying, with a propagation of the domains along the
.120KTP–0.587KPO3–0.293KF flux. b) Morphological representation of the grown
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Fig. 4. a) Three pictures of a single PPKTP crystal grown by liquid phase epitaxy in

a vertical dipping configuration. The growth was performed from a solution with

the molar composition 0.103KTP–0.598KPO3–0.299KF and the initial seed used

has a period grating (L) equal to 38.86 mm. b) SEM image, at 200 mm from the seed

surface, of the c face of the grown layer.

Fig. 5. Diffraction y-2y scan for the (004) reflection of KTiOPO4 (KTP). Scheme of

the cut edge PPKPT sample (insert) in which the y-2y scan was recorded.
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thickness of the as grown layer, as it shown in Fig 4b. PPKTP
layers of up to 800 mm onto (001) and (001̄) faces were grown by
using a growth ramp of 0.05 K/h. This cooling ramp, starting from
an initial temperature of 1005.5 K, allows us to have a constant
matter transfer from the solution to the grown crystal during all
the growth process. Three different views of the obtained crystal
are showed in Fig. 4a.
4. Characterization

A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) have been used to
determine the quality of the interface between the seed and the
growing layer, to visualize the propagation of the ferroelectric
domains from the seed to the layer and also to determine the
growth rate along c direction. The interface is of very good quality
and the domains propagate without any measurable variation in
size from the seed surface till the layer surface [25]. Due to the high
quality of the interface and to the fact that we used a homoepitaxial
Please cite this article as: A. Peña, et al., Journal of Crystal Growth (
growth, it was not possible to see any contrast between seed and
grown layer, with beam energies higher than 3 kV and work
distances higher than 6 mm. The growth rate along c was deter-
mined by SEM and also by a gravimetric method, which provides
the change in apparent weight during all the growth process. By
both methods, we obtained a growth rate of 2 mm/h.

The crystal quality was determined by X-ray diffraction from a
y-2y scan as shown in Fig. 5. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the measured (004) reflection is equal to 0.0061 for
both the substrate and growth layer, attesting to an equivalent
quality. The difference between the diffraction peak angles, i.e.
2y¼33.8591 for the seed and 2y¼33.8981 for the layer, corre-
sponds to a mismatch Dc¼1�10�3. This cell parameter variation
is not surprising since the seed and the layer have not been grown
from the same flux. There is also a difference of peak intensity
between the seed and the layer, which comes from the difference
of irradiated matter volumes due to the particular cut geometry of
the sample as shown on the insert of Fig. 5. The sample geometry
has been obtained by polishing the obtained layer surface with a
tilt angle in order to have a seed/layer mix surface.

The grating period regularity of the ferroelectric domains in
the grown layer as well as the replication of the initial periodi-
cally poled zone present in the initial seed had been checked by
performing first order Quasi Phase Matching (QPM) Second
Harmonic Generation (SHG) measurements. The obtained result
[25] shows the perfect replica of the domain structure over the
first 200 mm along c direction of the grown layer. Up to this clean
area and till to the top of the layer (800 mm), there was a strong
diffusion of the laser source due to growth defects that are not
connected with the propagation of the domains. New experi-
ments are in progress in order to suppress these defects.
5. Summary

In summary, growth conditions to obtain thick PPKTP layers
from PPKTP seeds have been determined. Up to now PPKTP layers
with a thickness of 800 mm along the c direction, onto (001) and
(001̄) faces of the initial PPKTP seed, have been obtained by
epitaxial growth from a KTP-KPO3-KF solution at temperatures
lowers than 1005.5 K. Crystalline quality as well as the domain
grating periodicity of the grown layers are the same than in the
seeds. We think that the proposed technology is well adapted to
2011), doi:10.1016/j.jcrysgro.2011.11.081
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obtain PPKTP crystals as well as other periodically poled materials
requiring the flux method.
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